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Abstract

Distant supervision (DS) is an appealing
learning method which learns from exist-
ing relational facts to extract more from
a text corpus. However, the accuracy is
still not satisfying. In this paper, we point
out and analyze some critical factors in
DS which have great impact on accuracy,
including valid entity type detection,
negative training examples construction
and ensembles. We propose an approach
to handle these factors. By experimenting
on Wikipedia articles to extract the facts in
Freebase (the top 92 relations), we show
the impact of these three factors on the
accuracy of DS and the remarkable im-
provement led by the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Recently there are great efforts on building large
structural knowledge bases (KB) such as Free-
base, Yago, etc. They are composed of relational
facts often represented in the form of a triplet,
(SrcEntity, Relation, DstEntity),
such as “(Bill Gates, BornIn, Seattle)”. An impor-
tant task is to enrich such KBs by extracting more
facts from text. Specifically, this paper focuses on
extracting facts for existing relations. This is dif-
ferent from OpenIE (Banko et al., 2007; Carlson et
al., 2010) which needs to discover new relations.

Given large amounts of labeled sentences,
supervised methods are able to achieve good
performance (Zhao and Grishman, 2005; Bunescu
and Mooney, 2005). However, it is difficult to
handle large scale corpus due to the high cost
of labeling. Recently an approach called distant
supervision (DS) (Mintz et al., 2009) was pro-
posed, which does not require any labels on the
text. It treats the extraction problem as classifying
∗ The contact author.

a candidate entity pair to a relation. Then an
existing fact in a KB can be used as a labeled
example whose label is the relation name. Then
the features of all the sentences (from a given text
corpus) containing the entity pair are merged as
the feature of the example. Finally a multi-class
classifier is trained.

However, the accuracy of DS is not satisfying.
Some variants have been proposed to improve
the performance (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann
et al., 2011; Takamatsu et al., 2012). They ar-
gue that DS introduces a lot of noise into the
training data by merging the features of all the
sentences containing the same entity pair, because
a sentence containing the entity pair of a relation
may not talk about the relation. Riedel et al.
(2010) and Hoffmann et al. (2011) introduce
hidden variables to indicate whether a sentence
is noise and try to infer them from the data.
Takamatsu et al. (2012) design a generative model
to identify noise patterns. However, as shown in
the experiments (Section 4), the above variants do
not lead to much improvement in accuracy.

In this paper, we point out and analyze some
critical factors in DS which have great impact on
the accuracy but has not been touched or well han-
dled before. First, each relation has its own schema
definition, i.e., the source entity and the destina-
tion entity should be of valid types, which is over-
looked in DS. Therefore, we propose a component
of entity type detection to check it. Second, DS
introduces many false negative examples into the
training set and we propose a new method to con-
struct negative training examples. Third, we find it
is difficult for a single classifier to achieve high ac-
curacy and hence we train multiple classifiers and
ensemble them.

We also notice that Nguyen and Moschitti
(2011a) and Nguyen and Moschitti (2011b) utilize
external information such as more facts from Yago
and labeled sentences from ACE to improve the
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performance. These methods can also be equipped
with the approach proposed in this paper.

2 Critical Factors Affecting the Accuracy

DS has four steps: (1) Detect candidate entity
pairs in the corpus. (2) Label the candidate pairs
using the KB. (3) Extract features for the pair
from sentences containing the pair. (4) Train a
multi-class classifier. Among these steps, we find
the following three critical factors have great
impact on the accuracy (see Section 4 for the
experimental results).

Valid entity type detection. In DS, a sentence
with a candidate entity pair a sentence with two
candidate entities is noisy. First, the schema of
each relation in the KB requires that the source
and destination entities should be of valid types,
e.g., the source and destination entity of the
relation “DirectorOfFilm” should be of the types
“Director” and “Film” respectively. If the two
entities in a sentence are not of the valid types, the
sentence is noisy. Second, the sentence may not
talk about the relation even when the two entities
are of the valid types. The previous works (Riedel
et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2011; Takamatsu et
al., 2012) do not distinguish the two types of noise
but directly infer the overall noise from the data.
We argue that the first type of noise is very difficult
to be inferred just from the noisy relational labels.
Instead, we decouple the two types of noise, and
utilize external labeled data, i.e., the Wikipedia
anchor links, to train an entity type detection mod-
ule to handle the first type of noise. We notice that
when Ling and Weld (2012) studied a fine-grained
NER method, they applied the method to relation
extraction by adding the recognized entity tags to
the features. We worry that the contribution of the
entity type features may be drowned when many
other features are used. Their method works well
on relatively small relations, but not that well on
big ones (Section 4.2).

Negative examples construction. DS treats the
relation extraction as a multi-class classification
task. For a relation, it implies that the facts of all
the other relations together with the “Other” class
are negative examples. This introduces many false
negative examples into the training data. First,
many relations are not exclusive with each other,
e.g., “PlaceOfBorn” and “PlaceOfDeath”, the
born place of a person can be also the death place.

Second, in DS, the “Other” class is composed
of all the candidate entity pairs not existed in
the KB, which actually contains many positive
facts of non-Other relations because the KB is
not complete. Therefore we use a different way to
construct negative training examples.

Feature space partition and ensemble. The
features used in DS are very sparse and many
examples do not contain any features. Thus we
employ more features. However we find it is
difficult for a single classifier on all the features
to achieve high accuracy and hence we divide
the features into different categories and train
a separate classifier for each category and then
ensemble them finally.

3 Accurate Distant Supervision (ADS)

Different from DS, we treat the extraction
problem as N binary classification problems,
one for each relation. We modify the four steps
of DS (Section 2). In step (1), when detecting
candidate entity pairs in sentences, we use our
entity type detection module (Section 3.1) to filter
out the sentences where the entity pair is of invalid
entity types. In step (2), we use our new method
to construct negative examples (Section 3.2). In
step (3), we employ more features and design an
ensemble classifier (Section 3.3). In step (4), we
train N binary classifiers separately.

3.1 Entity Type Detection

We divide the entity type detection into two steps.
The first step, called boundary detection, is to
detect phrases as candidate entities. The second
step, called named entity disambiguation, maps
a detected candidate entity to some entity types,
e.g., “FilmDirector”. Note that an entity might be
mapped to multiple types. For instance, ”Ventura
Pons” is a “FilmDirector” and a “Person”.

Boundary Detection Two ways are used for
boundary detection. First, for each relation, from
the training set of facts, we get two dictionaries
(one for source entities and one for destination en-
tities). The two dictionaries are used to detect the
source and destination entities. Second, an exist-
ing NER tool (StanfordNER here) is used with the
following postprocessing to filter some unwanted
entities, because a NER tool sometimes produces
too many entities. We first find the compatible N-
ER tags for an entity type in the KB. For example,
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for the type “FilmDirector”, the compatible NER
tag of Standford NER is “Person”. To do this,
for each entity type in the KB, we match all the
entities of that type (in the training set) back to the
training corpus and get the probability Ptag(ti) of
each NER tag (including the “NULL” tag meaning
not recognized as a named entity) recognized
by the NER tool. Then we retain the top k tags
Stags = {t1, · · · , tk} with the highest probabil-
ities to account for an accumulated mass z:

k = arg min
k

((
k∑

i=1

Ptag(ti)

)
≥ z

)
(1)

In the experiments we set z = 0.9. The compati-
ble ner tags are Stags\{“NULL”}. If the retained
tags contain only “NULL”, the candidate entities
recognized by NER tool will be discarded.

Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) With
a candidate entity obtained by the boundary
detection, we need a NED component to assign
some entity types to it. To obtain such a NED, we
leverage the anchor text in Wikipedia to generate
training data and train a NED component. The
referred Freebase entity and the types of an anchor
link in Wikipedia can be obtained from Freebase.

The following features are used to train the
NED component. Mention Features: Uni-grams,
Bi-grams, POS tags, word shapes in the mention,
and the length of the mention. Context Features:
Uni-grams and Bi-grams in the windows of the
mention (window size = 5).

3.2 Negative Examples Construction
Treating the problem as a multi-class classification
implies introducing many false negative examples
for a relation; therefore, we handle each relation
with a separate binary classifier. However, a KB
only tells us which entity pairs belong to a relation,
i.e., it only provides positive examples for each re-
lation. But we also need negative examples to train
a binary classifier. To reduce the number of false
negative examples, we propose a new method
to construct negative examples by utilizing the
1-to-1/1-to-n/n-to-1/n-to-n property of a relation.

1-to-1/n-to-1/1-to-n Relation A 1-to-1 or n-to-
1 relation is a functional relation: for a relation r,
for each valid source entity e1, there is only one
unique destination entity e2 such that (e1, e2) ∈ r.
However, in a real KB like Freebase, very few
relations meet the exact criterion. Thus we use the

following approximate criterion instead: relation
r is approximately a 1-to-1/n-to-1 relation if the
Inequalities (2,3) hold, where M is the number of
unique source entities in relation r, and δ(·) is an
indicator function which returns 1 if the condition
is met and returns 0 otherwise. Inequality (2)
says the proportion of source entities which have
exactly one counterpart destination entity should
be greater than a given threshold. Inequality (3)
says the average number of destination entities of
a source entity should be less than the threshold.
To check whether r is a 1-to-n relation, we simply
swap the source and destination entities of the
relation and check whether the reversed relation
is a n-to-1 relation by the above two inequalities.
In experiments we set θ = 0.7 and γ = 1.1.

1

M

M∑

i=1

δ
(∣∣{e′|(ei, e

′) ∈ r}
∣∣ = 1

)
≥ θ (2)

1

M

M∑

i=1

∣∣{e′|(ei, e
′) ∈ r}

∣∣ ≤ γ (3)

n-to-n Relation Relations other than 1-to-1/n-
to-1/1-to-n are n-to-n relations. We approximately
categorize a n-to-n relation to n-to-1 or 1-to-n by
checking which one it is closer to. This is done
by computing the following two values αsrc and
αdst. r is treated as a 1-to-n relation if αsrc > αdst

and as a 1-to-n relation otherwise.

αsrc =
1

Msrc

Msrc∑

i=1

∣∣{e′|(ei, e
′) ∈ r}

∣∣

αdst =
1

Mdst

Mdst∑

i=1

∣∣{e′|(e′, ei) ∈ r}
∣∣

(4)

Negative examples For a candidate entity pair
(e1, e2) not in the relation r of the KB, we first
determine whether it is 1-to-n or n-to-1 using the
above method. If r is 1-to-1/n-to-1 and e1 exists in
some fact of r as the source entity, then (e1, e2) is
a negative example as it violates the 1-to-1/n-to-1
constraint. If r is 1-to-n, the judgement is similar
and just simply swap the source and destination
entities of the relation.

3.3 Feature Space Partition and Ensemble
The features of DS (Mintz et al., 2009) are very
sparse in the corpus. We add some features in (Yao
et al., 2011): Trigger Words (the words on the
dependency path except stop words) and Entity
String (source entity and destination entity).
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Relation Taka Ensemble
works written 0.76 0.98

river/basin countries 0.48 1
/film/director/film 0.82 1

Average 0.79 0.89

Table 1: Manual evaluation of top-ranked 50 rela-
tion instances for the most frequent 15 relations.

We find that without considering the reversed
order of entity pairs in a sentence, the precision
can be higher, but the recall decreases. For exam-
ple, for the entity pair ⟨Ventura Pons, Actrius⟩, we
only consider sentences with the right order (e.g.
Ventura Pons is directed by Actrius.). For each re-
lation, we train four classifiers: C1 (without con-
sidering reversed order), C2 (considering reversed
order), C1more (without considering reversed or-
der and employ more feature) and C2more (con-
sidering reversed order and employ more feature).
We then ensemble the four classifiers by averaging
the probabilities of predictions:

P (y|x) =
P1 + P2 + P1more + P2more

4
(5)

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Configurations
We aimed to extract facts of the 92 most frequent
relations in Freebase 2009. The facts of each
relation were equally split to two parts for training
and testing. Wikipedia 2009 was used as the target
corpus, where 800,000 articles were used for
training and 400,000 for testing. During the NED
phrase, there are 94 unique entity types (they are
also relations in Freebase) for the source and desti-
nation entities. Note that some entity types contain
too few entities and they are discarded. We used
500,000 Wikipedia articles (2,000,000 sentences)
for generating training data for the NED compo-
nent. We used Open NLP POS tagger, Standford
NER (Finkel et al., 2005) and MaltParser (Nivre
et al., 2006) to label/tag sentences. We employed
liblinear (Fan et al., 2008) as classifiers for NED
and relation extraction and the solver is L2LR.

4.2 Performance of Relation Extraction
Held-out Evaluation. We evaluate the perfor-
mance on the half hold-on facts for testing. We
compared performance of the n = 50, 000 best ex-
tracted relation instances of each method and the
Precision-Recall (PR) curves are in Figure 1 and
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Figure 1: Performance of different methods.
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Figure 2: Contributions of different components.

Figure 2. For a candidate fact without any enti-
ty existing in Freebase, we are not able to judge
whether it is correct. Thus we only evaluate the
candidate facts that at least one entity occurs as
the source or destination entity in the test fact set.

In Figure 1, we compared our method with
two previous methods: MultiR (Hoffmann et al.,
2011) and Takamatsu et al. (2012) (Taka). For
MultiR, we used the author’s implementation1.
We re-implemented Takamatsu’s algorithm. As
Takamatsu’s dataset (903,000 Wikipedia articles
for training and 400,000 for testing) is very similar
to ours, we used their best reported parameters.
Our method leads to much better performance.

Manual Evaluation. Following (Takamatsu et
al., 2012), we selected the top 50 ranked (accord-
ing to their classification probabilities) relation
facts of the 15 largest relations. We compared our
results with those of Takamatsu et al. (2012) and
we achieved greater average precision (Table 1).

1available at http://www.cs.washington.edu/ai/raphaelh/mr
We set T = 120, which leads to the best performance.
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Pmicro Rmicro Pmacro Rmacro

0.950 0.845 0.947 0.626

Table 2: Performance of the NED component

4.3 Contribution of Each Component
In Figure 2, with the entity type detection (ETD),
the performance is better than the original DS
method (OrigDS). As for the performance of NED
in the Entity Type Detection, the Micro/Macro
Precision-Recall of our NED component are in
Table 2. ETD is also better than adding the entity
types of the pair to the feature vector (DS Figer)2

as in (Ling and Weld, 2012). If we also employ the
negative example construction strategy in Section
3.2 (ETD+Neg), the precision of the top ranked
instances is improved. By adding more features
(More) and employing the ensemble learning
(Ensemble(ADS)) to ETD+Neg, the performance
is further improved.

5 Conclusion

This paper dealt with the problem of improving the
accuracy of DS. We find some factors are crucial-
ly important, including valid entity type detection,
negative training examples construction and en-
sembles. We have proposed an approach to handle
these issues. Experiments show that the approach
is very effective.
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